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ABSTRACT Harvesting mechanical energy is becoming increasingly important for its

availability and abundance in our living environment. Triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) is a
simple, cost-eﬀective, and highly eﬃcient approach for generating electricity from mechanical
energies in a wide range of forms. Here, we developed a TENG designed for harvesting tinyscale wind energy available in our normal living environment using conventional materials.
The energy harvester is based on a rotary driven mechanical deformation of multiple platebased TENGs. The operation mechanism is a hybridization of the contact-sliding-separationcontact processes by using the triboelectriﬁcation and electrostatic induction eﬀects. With the
introduction of polymer nanowires on surfaces, the rotary TENG delivers an open-circuit
voltage of 250 V and a short-circuit current of 0.25 mA, corresponding to a maximum power
density of ∼39 W/m2 at a wind speed of ∼15 m/s, which is capable of directly driving
hundreds of electronic devices such as commercial light-emitting diodes (LEDs), or rapidly charging capacitors. The rotary TENG was also applied as a selfpowered sensor for measuring wind speed. This work represents a signiﬁcant progress in the practical application of the TENG and its great potential in the
future wind power technology. This technology can also be extended for harvesting energy from ocean current, making nanotechnology reaching our daily
life a possibility in the near future.
KEYWORDS: mechanical energy harvesting . triboelectric nanogenerators . wind power . self-powered sensors

B

ecause of the rapid development of
miniaturized and portable electronics,
new technologies that can harvest
energy from our daily living environment
as sustainable and self suﬃcient micro/
nanopower sources are highly desirable.1,2
Recently, nanogenerators (NGs)3 7 have been
actively developed since 2006 for converting
small-scale mechanical energy into electricity.
Wind energy, as a key mechanical energy
oﬀered by nature, has been regarded as one
of the most important renewable and green
energy sources under the threat of the global
warming and energy crisis.8,9 The conventional approach of generating electricity
from wind relies on the structure of wind
turbines and the principle of electromagnetic
induction.10 However, there are several drawbacks of this kind of device, including large
size and weight, high cost of installation,
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diﬃculty of being driven under low wind
speeds, and thus low eﬃciency, which limits
its usability especially for the weak wind in
our daily living environment such as around
houses and in the city.11 Recently, piezoelectric windmills employing piezoelectric
bimorph transducer structures have been
reported with low start-up speed and small
sizes.12 14 However, the structures are still
complex and the outputs are relatively low.
In this regard, developing innovative concepts and strategies is of great necessity for
extending the applications of low-magnitude
wind in our living environment.
Recently, triboelectric nanogenerators
(TENGs),15,16 with the advantages of simple
fabrication, excellent reliability, large output
power, high eﬃciency, and low cost, have
been invented based on the triboelectric
eﬀect,17 20 which is a universally known,
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Figure 1. Device structure of the rotary triboelectric nanogenerator (R-TENG). (a) The schematic diagram showing the
structural design of the R-TENG, with the enlarged picture showing the nanowire-like structures on the surface of PTFE. (b) The
SEM image of the PTFE surface with etched nanowire-like structures; the inset is an SEM image of the nanowires. (c) A
photograph of the fabricated R-TENG.

but generally regarded as an undesirable phenomena
in electronic systems. The TENGs generate electricity
from mechanical motions through the coupling of
triboelectriﬁcation and electrostatic induction: the periodic contact and separation between two diﬀerent
surfaces with oppositely polarized triboelectric charges
can cyclically change the induced potential diﬀerence
across two electrodes, thus driving the alternating ﬂow
of electrons through an external load.21 23 In practical
applications, such an electricity generation process can
be realized by any mechanical motions that can induce
this periodic contact and separation of two surfaces
either in a vertical direction contact-separation mode21 23
or in-plane cycled sliding mode.24 26
In this paper, we developed a rotary structured
triboelectric nanogenerator (R-TENG) for scavenging
weak wind energy in our environment. Under the wind
ﬂow, the wind-cup structure will be driven to rotate
and thus the soft and ﬂexible polytetraﬂuoroethylene
(PTFE) ﬁlm based rotor blade will sweep across the Al
sheets based stators consecutively, so that a repeating
process of contact-sliding-separation-contact between
the two charged surfaces can be achieved by hybridizing the two modes. On the basis of this new design, an
open-circuit voltage (VOC) of 250 V and short-circuit
current (ISC) of 0.25 mA have been reached, corresponding
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to a maximum power output of 62.5 mW, which is
capable of either driving hundreds of electronic devices (such as commercial LEDs) instantaneously or
eﬃciently charging energy storage units. Furthermore,
we also demonstrated its potential application as a selfpowered active wind speed sensor based on the distinct relationships between the electrical outputs and
the wind speed. For the ﬁrst time, a combination of
TENG with traditional wind power technology is demonstrated for eﬃciently converting wind energy
into electricity, which is an important progress in the
practical applications of nanogenerators and also exhibits enormous potential as the future wind power
technology.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The structure of the R-TENG springs from the conventional wind cup structure, which includes a framework, a shaft, a ﬂexible rotor blade, two stators, as
illustrated in Figure 1a. The framework for supporting
the entire structure consists of two Acrylic rectangles
that are joined together perpendicularly at the common central axes, where the metallic shaft rod is
positioned through two bearings. A ﬂexible and soft
rotor blade structurally made of a polyester (PET) ﬁlm
(∼125 μm in thickness) is connected to the shaft, and
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Figure 2. Working mechanism of the R-TENG based on a hybridization of contact-sliding-separation-contact processes.
Three-dimensional (upper) and cross-sectional (bottom) sketches of: (a) original position without wind blow; (b) PTFE is
brought into contact with Al stator; (c) PTFE is sliding apart from the Al surface; (d) PTFE is separated from Al stator; and (e)
PTFE approaching to the next Al stator. (f) The typical proﬁle of the current output from the R-TENG.

thus can rotate with the shaft. Around the circumference of the device, two Al covered plates as the
symmetric stators stretch out from the framework
toward the shaft direction. On top of the shaft, the
wind cup setup is mounted to convert the wind ﬂow
into the rotation of the shaft and the ﬂexible rotor,
during which the rotor blade will periodically sweep
across the stators with small resistance. In this process,
a consecutive face-to-face contact (in area of 2.5 cm 
6.4 cm) and separation between the rotor and the
stators will be enabled, which can serve as the basic
TENG-based process for generating electricity. According to the triboelectric series,27 a PTFE ﬁlm was chosen
to adhere at the end of the PET blade as a triboelectric
layer to get into contact with Al that acts not only as the
counter triboelectric layer, but also as an electrode. For
the other electrode, a layer of metal ﬁlm was deposited
between the PTFE and PET to enable the transfer of
induced charges. To enhance the surface roughness and
therefore improve the triboelectric charge density,16,21
the PTFE ﬁlm was dry-etched through inductively coupled
plasma (ICP) reactive ion etching to prepare nanowire-like
structures on the surface28 (with the magniﬁed scheme
in Figure 1a). As shown in the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images, after a 40-s etching, the nanowirelike structures were uniformly distributed on the surface
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of PTFE, with an average length of ∼700 nm (Figure 1b).
The photograph of an as-fabricated R-TENG device is
shown in Figure 1c. We can ﬁnd that this device is light
in weight, compact in size, cheap in cost, and robust in
operation.
The electricity generation of the R-TENG is a hybridization of contact-sliding-separation-contact processes, as
schematically depicted in Figure 2. In the original state
where the rotor blade is stationary and the triboelectric
layers are separated from each other (Figure 2a), there
is no tribo-charges generated on the surfaces. When
the wind blows on the wind cups, the rotor blade will
be driven to rotate around the shaft, which will bring
the PTFE ﬁlm into full contact with the Al on either
one of the stators (Figure 2b). Owing to the diﬀerent
tendencies to gain or lose electrons, the triboelectric
eﬀect will enable the generation of surface charges at
the contact area due to relative sliding, leaving the
PTFE with net negative charges and the Al with positive
charges. At this very moment, because the opposite
charges on the contact surfaces are in equal densities
and locate at the same plane,24,25,29,30 there is little
electric potential diﬀerence generated in the space. As
the polymeric rotor blade continues to rotate, the ﬂexible blade will be bent in order to sweep across the rigid
stator (Figure 2c). Because of the strong electrostatic
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Figure 3. Performance of the R-TENG driven by the wind ﬂow. (a) The open-circuit voltage (VOC), (b) the transferred charges
(ΔQ), (c) the ISC, and (d) the rectiﬁed ISC under the wind speed of 15 m/s (in the scale of 7 BF). (e and f) The dependence of (e) the
output voltage (green) and current (blue) and (f) the power (red) on the resistance of the external load.

attraction between the two tribo-charged surfaces, the
PTFE ﬁlm has the tendency to keep the intimate
contact with the Al stator, so that most of the bending
happens on the PET portion of the rotor blade. The
PTFE plate will be guided to slide outward across the Al
surface, leading to a continuous decrease in the overlapping area of the two tribo-charged surfaces and
thus the in-plane charge separation. The lateral dipole
moment in parallel to the sliding surface will generate a
higher potential on the Al surface, thus drives a current
ﬂow in the external load from the Al to the electrode of
PTFE to oﬀset the tribo-charge-induced potential. This
process will last until the PTFE fully slides out of the Al
surface, and the total transferred charges will equal the
amount of the triboelectric charges on each surface.
This is the working mechanism of the TENG in the
sliding mode, which can help to generate higher triboelectric charge densities because the sliding provides
much more friction than the contact mode, and it is
more eﬀective for triboelectriﬁcation.24 Subsequently,
the rotor blade will continue to rotate toward the other
stator, with the attached electrode having positive
charges with equal density of the negative tribocharges on the PTFE surfaces (Figure 2d).31 When the
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rotor blade approaches the other Al blade, the two
surfaces will get into contact momentarily in vertical
direction (Figure 2e). An electric potential diﬀerence
pointing from the electrode on the PTFE to the Al sheet
will be generated, driving a reversal current ﬂow in
order to reach the electrostatic equilibrium where all of
the positive charges on the PTFE electrode have
transferred back to the Al stator. This is the working
mechanism of the TENG in the contact-separation
mode. At this point, a cycle is completed. Thus, the
entire electricity generation process of the R-TENG
hybridizes the in-plane contact-sliding mode and the
separation-contact mode in vertical direction as a full
cycle process and generates a pair of alternating
currents: one lower-magnitude but wider peak corresponding to the in-plane charge separation and one
sharper but narrower peak corresponding to the vertical charge recontact (Figure 2f).
The electrical output measurement of the R-TENG
was carried out under a wind speed of ∼15 m/s. In the
process of separation-contacting-sliding-separation,
the open-circuit voltage (VOC) jumped from zero to a
peak value of ∼250 V and to zero again (Figure 3a), with
the positive probe connecting to the electrode of the
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PTFE ﬁlm. The transferred charges (ΔQ) driven by this
potential diﬀerence were also measured, as illustrated
in Figure 3b, and the charges with a maximum amount
of 140 nC ﬂew back and forth between the two electrodes when the two tribo-charged surfaces were contacted and separated with each other. Consequently,
the transfer of the charges produced an alternatingcurrent (AC) output with a peak short-circuit current
(ISC) of 250 μA corresponding to the vertical contact
process (Figure 3c). The amount of the transferred
charges can also be obtained through the integration
of each current peak over time (Figure S1). The total
charges ΔQ generated from the sharp peak corresponding to the vertical-contact process equal those
from the wider peak from sliding-separation process
(Figure S1). From the enlarged proﬁles of the VOC, ΔQ
and ISC shown in the insets of Figure 3a c, the
diﬀerences in the characteristics of the contacting
mode and the sliding mode are clearly reﬂected: the
steep increases of the VOC and ΔQ with a sharp and
higher ISC peak for the vertical contact; the gradual
decreases of the VOC and ΔQ with a wider and lower ISC
peak for the sliding separation. This AC output can be
rectiﬁed to a DC output by a full-way rectifying bridge,
as shown in Figure 3d. After the rectiﬁcation, the
current output retained the same magnitude. Besides
the VOC and ISC, the relationship between the eﬀective
output power and the resistance of external load is
another important characteristic of the R-TENG. We
have experimentally studied the voltage and current
outputs on a series of diﬀerent resistors. As depicted in
Figure 3e, the current drops with the increase of the
external resistance, while the voltage across the load
follows a reversed tendency. Consequently, the instantaneous power on the load reaches a maximum value
of ∼12 mW when driving the load with a resistance of
∼1 MΩ (Figure 3f).
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Figure 4. Inﬂuence of the wind speed on the electrical
outputs. (a) The VOC and (b) the ISC under diﬀerent wind
speeds from 6.3 m/s (4 BF) to 20.1 m/s (8 BF).

To ﬁnd the optimized number of stators in the
R-TENG structure for the most eﬀective electricity
generation, we also fabricated similar R-TENG devices
with 3 stators and 4 stators, respectively, as comparisons. As shown in Figure S2, driven by a wind with
the same speed of 13 m/s, the R-TENG with 2 stators
generates the largest and most stable electrical output.
The probable reason is that with the increased stators,
there will be less space in between for the rotors to
recover to their original shape from the bending state
after sweeping across the last stator, thus deteriorating
the eﬀective contact between the PTFE surface and
the Al stator. Therefore, the R-TENG with 2 stators as
we proposed is the best structure for the eﬀective wind
energy harvesting in the current design.
To investigate the relationships between the electric
outputs of the R-TENG and wind speed, a systematic
measurement was performed under diﬀerent wind
speeds from 6.3 m/s (4 BF in Beaufort wind force scale)
to 20.1 m/s (8 BF). As shown in Figure 4a, with the wind
speeds being raised, the VOC ﬁrst shows a small increase trend at lower wind speeds and then reaches a
saturated value of 250 V. This result can be explained
by the change in the surface charge density. The higher
the wind speed, the larger rotational torque obtained
by the polymer ﬁlms, which means a larger contacting
force. Since the PTFE surface was patterned with
nanowire-like structures, a larger force applied will
make the two surfaces contact more intimately, resulting in a higher surface charge density. But this will
reach a saturated value after the contacting force is
large enough.16,21,23 As for the ISC, the peak heights
present a very obvious increasing tendency with the
increased wind speeds, because a higher wind speed
will not only result in more transferred charges as
discussed before, but also more importantly contribute
a higher charge transfer rate. This set of results not only
indicates a high power output of the R-TENG as driven
by a stronger wind, but also shows the potential of the
R-TENG as a self-powered wind speed sensor. Besides
the magnitudes of the electrical outputs from the
R-TENG, the information of the wind speed is also
reﬂected by the time interval between two adjacent
peaks, in other words, the number of peaks in a certain
time. This is because the higher wind speed will drive a
faster rotation of the rotor blade so that it will increase
the frequency of the output. This relationship has been
summarized in Figure S3, which shows a very good
linear trend. Thus, by using a counter to calculate the
number of peaks within a certain time, the corresponding wind speed can also be accurately obtained. Based
on the above discussion, the R-TENG can be used as a
self-powered active sensor for real-time wind speed
detection.
Because of the viability to work at relatively low
wind speed, this demonstrated R-TENG can be used to
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Figure 5. Applications of the R-TENG. (a) The R-TENG generating electricity from the wind blow in outdoor area; the inset is
the picture of the R-TENG working under the wind blow in outdoor area. (b andc) The R-TENG used as a power source to (b)
charge capacitors and (c) directly light up 164 commercial LEDs.

eﬀectively harvest the energy from natural wind outside
of an oﬃce building! As shown in Figure 5a and Video
S1, when the modest wind blew through R-TENG, it
generated electricity with a maximum ISC of over 50 μA.
It can be noticed that there was an obvious vibration
in the current output, because of the ﬂuctuation/
turbulence in the wind speed at the outdoor area. As
we have discussed, through analyzing this varied electrical output signal, the real-time wind speed at any given
moment can be obtained. In many cases, the ﬂuctuated electrical output generated from the natural wind
needs to be stored for further use. Figure 5b shows the
charging curves of two capacitors (2.2 and 22 μF,
respectively) by the R-TENG at a wind scale of ∼6 BF.
These capacitors were charged by the R-TENG from
empty to 10 V within a few seconds (27 s for 2.2 μF
capacitor and 213 s for 22 μF capacitor, respectively),
which indicates a high eﬃciency of converting the
wind energy to the stored electrical energy. Furthermore, in some other cases, the instantaneous output of
the R-TENG can be used to directly drive a number of
electronic devices simultaneously. As shown in Figure 5c
and Video S2, 164 serial-connected commercial LEDs
were lit up by the wind-generated electricity from the
R-TENG.
Compared to the conventional wind energy harvesting techniques, such as the electromagnetic-inductionbased wind turbines, this new R-TENG has several
unique advantages due to its novel design. First, since
the R-TENG does not require any complex transmission units (such as gears and cranks), coils, or electromagnets, it is easy in fabrication, compact in volume,
light in weight and a lot cheaper in cost. Thus, this
XIE ET AL.

design of the R-TENG is not only suitable for large-scale
energy harvesting or civil power consumption, but also
possible to be made into small and portable power
sources for personal electronics. Importantly, R-TENG
can be used for harvesting tiny scale wind or liquid
ﬂow energy around our houses, because it can be
driven by a low speed wind! Furthermore, owing to a
distinct relationship between the wind speed and the
characteristics of the generated electrical outputs, the
R-TENG can be used as a self-powered wind speed
sensor.
CONCLUSION
In summary, we have demonstrated an innovative
type of triboelectric nanogenerator based on the
traditional vertical wind-cup structure for eﬀectively
harvesting wind energy, especially weak-wind available outdoors. By hybridizing the two basic modes for
the ﬁrst time, the R-TENG generated an open-circuit
voltage of 250 V and a short-circuit current of 0.25 mA
with a maximum power of 62.5 mW at the wind speed
of 15 m/s, which is capable to either light up hundreds
of commercial LEDs directly or eﬃciently charge energy storage units. Furthermore, based on the relationship between the electric output and the wind speed,
the TENG can potentially be used as a self-powered
wind speed sensor. It is the ﬁrst time that triboelectric
nanogenerators are combined with traditional wind
power technology, which shows a number of advantages over the electromagnetic induction based technology. This invention may introduce a novel operation mechanism for wind generators and create a
new development area of the wind power using
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METHODS
Fabrication of the Nanowire-like Structures on the Surface of PTFE
Film. A 50-μm-thick PTFE film was first washed with menthol,
isopropyl alcohol, and deionized water, consecutively, and then
blown dry with nitrogen. Subsequently, a thin layer of Au
nanoparticles, which can directly be used as “nanomasks” for
the etching process, was deposited onto the PTFE surface using
a DC sputter. Then, the inductively coupled plasma (ICP)
reactive ion etching was used to produce the aligned nanowire-like structures on the surface. Specifically, Ar, O2, and CF4
gases were introduced in the ICP chamber with flow ratio of
15.0, 10.0, and 30.0 sccm, respectively. One power source of
400 W was used to generate a large density of plasma and the
other power of 100 W was used to accelerate the plasma ions.
The PTFE film was etched for 40 s, to get the nanowire-like
structures with an average thickness of ∼700 nm.
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